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How to beat sensei club penguin rewritten

Comments Share Were you looking for something else? See the disambiguation page. Sensei (formerly known as ?????? during Dig Out the Dojo) is a master of Card-Jitsu. He is widely credited with training ninjas on how to master Card-Jitsu. As such, he is considered the master of ninjas, as Sensei means teacher (in martial arts). It is also credited with the construction of the
Dojo, which was rediscovered after Dig Out the Dojo. By meeting it, you can get a free background and a stamp. Personality Sensei is known to be wise and often loves communicating with a haiku. It is calm and collected, but it is also very active and alert. He likes to practice the art of being hidden and likes to use his vanish ability as a ninja. Storia Sensei built the Dojo at the top
of the mountain range when he was young alone many years ago. Since then, he has wandered the desert learning and seeking wisdom. He learned to become a ninja and master card-jitsu elements. The Dojo was then covered in snow, and was spotted shovelling snow to dig the Dojo. After some time the Dojo was restored with the help of many penguins. Later, he appeared on
the green pillow in the Dojo and began teaching ninja students how to play Card-Jitsu. His grey puffle, Sage, returned to him in April 2019 after being cursed to stone for a long time. Outfit Sensei is a grey penguin and his regular outfit consists of: His conical straw hat His gray beard His gray ball Sage During the celebration of fire, he wore a fire suit. Appearances In addition to
appearing at the Dojo and Dig Out the Dojo event, Sensei has occasionally logged in for some parties and events: Favorite Games When Sensei logs in, he often likes to play the following games with his ninja students: Card-Jitsu: I name an element and you have to respond with what beats it, as fast as possible! (It will trabocche the penguins by saying random things like
marshmallows.) Hit-a-gong: I will call a creature, and you must hit the gong with the name of the creature! (Sensei will translube penguins by saying creatures like seahorses.) Ninja Run: Sensei makes penguins run from one end of a room to the other as fast as possible. Sensei Jokes: All penguins need to say a joke that is Card-Jitsu tied up that Sensei likes. Trivia Gallery Player
Cards In-game Backgrounds Artwork More Add a photo to this gallery See also the autograph references of Sensei Gray Sensei Beard Sensei ↑ Issue #21 of the Club Penguin Times ↑ Issue #103 of the Club Penguin Times Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. I'm so sorry for this late post The new game has finally arrived! Click the sensei
to get started. Sensei will give some cards for training, they will be used against each other. You can challenge penguins, or sensei. cards defeat another card. Here's a list of cards, and where they are. 1. Water beats fire. 2. White snow freezes water. 3. Fire melts snow. 4. When When are of the same type, the highest number wins. Theirs are two different ways to win the Jitsu
card game: First is to have three cards of the same type, in different colors, and second is to have one of each type of paper, in different colors. That's how many wins you have to win, to get to another one. White belt – 5 total victories needed. Yellow belt – 13 total wins needed. Orange belt – 21 total wins needed. Green belt – 30 total victories needed. Blue belt – 40 total wins
needed. Red belt – 52 total wins needed. Purple Belt – 64 total wins needed. Brown belt – 76 total wins needed. Black belt – 88 total wins needed. HAVE TO BE BLACK BELT TO WIN AFTER 7-14 TIMES OF FIGHTING HIM. don't tell anyone! Now how to beat sensei. First, you must be a black belt. Second: Keep vsing sensei 5-9 times. Third: after you against him 5-9 times he
will get weeker then you start winning. Fourth: After you beat it, you're going to get a mask back. Fifth: Go out of the dojo and go left. There's like a statue with chineese letters on it. Sixth: Go there then click on catolog and buy ninja clothes! This guide will help you become a ninja in CPRewritten, so you need to know the basics of Card-Jitsu first. Step 1: Go to the dojo and talk to
the Sensei. (It's in the green pad). Step 2: ! Now it will give you a deck of cards and explain the game a little so you can start playing! 1) When you are in the dojo click on the cards that appear in the lower right to open a menu. 2) In this menu you will see your current progress and the cards you currently have. The truth the CPRewritten team will give codes to be able to unlock
letters from time to time. Step 1: Here you see all the basic rules of the game. Step 2: The cards are also divided into colors. To win at least they must be 3 cards of different color. (This applies to, when you win with all three items, or when you win with only one item) To beat you need to have at least three different elements and with colors not similar, or three cards of the same
colors but in portrait orientation. Step 3: There are also special cards that have unique movements. Step 4: When using a powerful card where you get an icon of 9 and 1 it means that in the second round you need to use a lower card to win. 4. Win the belts and face the Sensei Your way will be very long, but to know what we are talking about, here I leave you the number of
games you have to play. There are fewer games you have to play if you win most of the time. white belt: win 5 games. yellow belt: win 13 games. orange belt: win 21 games. green belt: win 30 games. blue belt: win 40 games. red belt: winning 52 purple belt: win 64 games. coffee belt: win 76 games. black belt: win 88 games. When you already have your black belt, it's time to take
on Sensei! When you win you will have your ninja mask and you will finally be a ninja!, Congratulations! 1) In Card-jitsu you must have patience, patience, luck and tactics. You always have to think about taking away your opponent. Usually people tend to attack first with fire. Or others try to throw the same element in two consecutive rounds to deceive you. When you become a
ninja, you will have access to the dojo courtyard door that turns left. (Originally it is covered with a rock with writing for those who are not ninjas). This door will take you to ninja hideaway, a big and secret place that is made especially for ninjas like you! Among the curiosities found in this room are that you can play jitsu cards with other ninjas, and you can play the music of bongos
that on the ceiling by clicking on them! In addition to the one in the ninja hideout there is an exclusive catalog where you can buy your ninja costume (You do a special dance if you wear it with the ninja mask) items for your igloo and some more exclusive Card-Jitsu items! Comment, Share and Enjoy! I hope it helps you! #WaddleOn Page 2 ! Hello penguins! So I see that you're
looking for things to make your penguin animated or your blog, so in this section we bring you funds for your logo, animated penguins, spikes, character images, objects, drawings and many other things! Enjoy these gifts! Gifts!
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